
Wild unity yoga teacher mentorship application
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This form is for those who have a yoga training certificate and passion to teach, but do not yet have the experience to 
teach multiple limbs of yoga in the same setting, offer modifications for every pose AND who are able and willing to teach 
off the mat most of a class in order to "ease distress" and promote diversity and equity in yoga.   
Why you are interested in teaching yoga classes for Wild Unity?

Our mentorship program is an unpaid program that matches interested mentees with Wild Unity mentors who donate 
their time in order to expand inclusivity to all potential Wild Unity yoga teachers.  The mentorship program includes up 
to 8 hours per month of in-person time for approximately 3 months in the Junction City, KS, area; up to 8 hours per 
month homework; and final demonstration hat the mentee can perform all the requirements of Wild Unity's mission. 
Can you attend in person hours, complete homework and are you willing to "test" in order to complete this program?  
Do you have any barriers to these requirements that we may be able to adjust this program for you?  
When would you like to begin this program?
Successful mentorship completion includes a certificate for the hours of training and experience completed. 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about yourself? Please include references here as well.

We are so grateful that you are interested and have taken time to complete this form!
Please understand that we will attempt to match as many mentees with mentors as possible; however, this mentorship 

program's availability is limited to number of mentors and time availability at any given time.
If you are aware of any mentors in the area that may like to enter this volunteer program, please ask them to email us!

You will be contacted after your application is received if it is complete and contains required information.
Please email completed form to wildunityks@gmail.com.
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